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Climate change, forced human migration, global economics, and geo-political instability among 
are hard realities of this world. If leadership is fundamentally about helping people move to a 
better, then to mitigate the problems and threats to human flourishing is a leadership challenge 
and the most significant challenge of 21st century. Leadership as an influence is at the root of 
most understandings of the phenomenon and is one common denominator that can focus all 
theories of change and strategies of hope. This one denominator was evident in the leadership 
of Jesus. This study examined the leadership of Jesus of Nazareth with a view to develop an 
extant leadership theory to explicate the nature of leadership for human flourishing. A 
comprehensive research methodology was crafted from the fields of phenomenology, process 
theory, and biblical hermeneutics and applied to the narrative texts of the four Christian 
Gospels. Three-dimensional leadership theory of people, process, and place emerged from the 
life work of Jesus. This study concluded by presenting and explicating the middle range theory 
called three-dimensional leadership theory. Support for the proposed theory was found in 
contemporary organizational leadership and philosophical and scholarly research leading to 11 
supporting propositions.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The most significant leadership challenge of the 21st century is to mitigate the 
problems and threats to human flourishing, the core of Christian proclamation seen as 
early as 384-322 BCE. There is no scholarly research on the nature of leadership 
required for human flourishing in a global community. With whatever little research there 
is on human flourishing, it lacks a holistic scope and understanding of the problem and 
inclusion of the leadership aspect of the problem. Further, ancient sources and historic 
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leadership approaches are absent or largely ignored in the existing discussion of 
leadership for human flourishing. This research study was an attempt to bridge the 
knowledge gap that existed of not having an extant leadership theory to explicate the 
nature of leadership for human flourishing.  

Great part of the leadership challenge as suggested by Woolnough (2011) is 
getting those involved in international development arena to recognize that the western 
world’s materialistic model of society is not always appropriate for the majority of the 
world. Speaking in the 63rd session of the United Nations General Assembly, Former 
Secretary-General Ban ki-Moon (2008) identified problems related to the global crises 
and suggested the long-term implications and intractability of these problems signals 
that the world is in a major transition. This transition, however, according to Ban, was 
not related to the nature of the problems themselves, as international development 
theorists have surmised, neither was the transition about competing approaches and 
disagreements about efforts to mitigate these problems. Ban said the major transition 
occurring at this time was a leadership transition. Thus, the leadership challenge is not 
only to increase or maximize individual human flourishing but also to improve on the 
systemic capacity of the whole organization, community, or society to flourish and 
thrive. 

The present problems are real; any proposed theories and praxis must be able to 
address the hard realities. Winston (2014) stated there are three types of problems 
appropriate for leadership and organizational development research: “(a) something that 
is happening that should not be happening, (b) something that is not happening that 
should be happening, or (c) something that is happening, should be happening, but is 
not happening at the desired level” (p. 1). Each of these types of problems could be 
applicable to the problem of leadership for human flourishing. However, for this 
research project, the third type perhaps best encapsulated all of the three and was the 
focus of this research. Because of the grand scope as discussed above, the leadership 
challenge is not insignificant to the current situation. Looking at the contemporary 
situation, it appears that human flourishing in a global community is a 21st century 
challenge that crosses multiple types of organizations and contexts. If leadership is 
fundamentally about helping people move to a better with all the obstacles of the 
present reality, then the challenge of human flourishing in a global community is 
fundamentally a leadership challenge. The challenge is metaphysical, of ‘being and 
doing’, structural, in terms of systems and governance, and relational, involving 
individuals and societies. According to Ban (2008), it is a fundamentally a challenge of 
global leadership. Ban said that this new type of leadership would require “collaboration 
not confrontation” and people and organizations working in cooperative partnership not 
in isolation.  

Leadership has long been associated with Jesus, yet there is no contemporary 
leadership theory that is developed based on the scholarly research of the life work of 
Jesus of Nazareth as recorded in the four canonical Gospels. There are studies that 
identified leadership principles of Jesus (Baxter, 2011; Briner & Pritchard, 1997) and 
studies that present Jesus as an exemplary leader (Kanagaraj, 2004; Youssef, 2013).  
Studies have also been conducted that correlated Jesus’ leadership to existing 
leadership theories like servant leadership (Agosto, 2005; Fryar, 2007), transformational 
leadership (Fryar, 2007), or authentic leadership (Fryar, 2007; Robinson, 2009). Studies 
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in the vein of great man leadership theory have also pointed to Jesus as a model of 
leadership (Blanchard & Hodges, 2005; Briner & Pritchard, 1997; Hull, 2014). However, 
there is no scholarly formed contemporary leadership theory grounded in Jesus’ life and 
mission.  

Leadership, at least in part, is about leading change (Kotter, 1996, 2007), and 
leading change, particularly transformational change, always disrupts the status quo 
(Pascale, Millemann, & Gioja, 2000). Wright’s (1992) approach was an exemplar for this 
study. He defended the logic of analyzing the literature and events surrounding Jesus 
through a worldview lens. He suggested that one way Jesus redefined and leveraged 
culturally embedded change mechanisms, thereby generating new motivation for local 
and global collective action, was by drawing Israel back to her past in a way that they 
could find continuity in an “unshakeable belief that her history, like her geography, was 
at the center of the created universe. Her god was the creator of the world” (p. 400). 
Examining Jesus’ culturally redefining approach in the Gospels requires examining what 
and where he advocated change. Culturally-influenced change mechanisms deeply 
embedded in worldview was the primary strategy of Jesus’ leadership. Exploring how 
Jesus redefined cultural symbols of human flourishing in practice and leveraged this 
new/renewed understanding as a mechanism for multidimensional systemic change 
was the focus of this study. Significant to the contemporary understanding of human 
flourishing is the fact that Jesus’ leadership vision was for global, not simply local, 
change and collective, not just individual, change. This is one of the how’s in Jesus’ 
leadership approach that this research examined.  

There is little to no research looking at an historic understanding of the problem 
and how leaders dealt with challenges to human flourishing in times past. This modern-
day leadership challenge gave rise to the primary research question of this study. A key 
line of inquiry is to understand whether this is a unique 21st century leadership challenge 
or if there was another time in human history when individual and collective theories of 
human flourishing competed with similarly global implications and when a leader or 
leadership rose to address those competing theories to provide a compelling alternative 
and a way ahead. In light of this background, the bottom-line suggestion is that perhaps 
the overarching problem is that there is no extant leadership theory to explicate the 
nature of leadership for human flourishing in a global community. That was the gap-
bridging intention of this research project. 

Research Question 

Is contemporary leadership theory that explicates the nature of leadership for 
human flourishing in a global community discoverable by an examination of the 
leadership and life and work of Jesus and his first followers as recorded in the ancient 
texts of the four canonical Gospels? Four related sub-questions examined what and 
how for the purpose of the theory development: 

1. What were Jesus and Gospel authors’ understanding of human flourishing? 
2. What were Jesus and Gospel authors’ understanding of global community? 
3. What and how did Jesus demonstrate leadership among the people and in the 

situations and events recorded in the gospels and how, if any, do they apply to 
human flourishing in a global community? 
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4. How does the concept of human flourishing in the Gospels and Jesus’ leadership 
compare and contrast with contemporary understandings of human flourishing 
and leadership in a global community? 

Scope and Limitation of the Study 

While leadership, human flourishing and global community make a broad scope, 
this study limited itself to engaging only the four canonical Gospels as primary sources 
and a focal data set. Expectation of the subject matter and the selected data set might 
suggest a limited attention and scope application only to ecclesial contexts of 
leadership, however, as will be seen, the broad scope of the research better contributes 
to the general body of knowledge of leadership studies and theory development. The 
study applied Swanson and Chermack’s (2013) five-stage general model for theory 
building. The study completed the apply, conceptualization and operationalization 
phases of the model based on the assumption that the Gospels are recorded narrative 
of leadership theory in actual practice. The study only suggested what would be needed 
to complete the theory building model and left the stages of confirm and refine to future 
research endeavors. 

Significance of the Study 

This study has a potential to positively influence organizational leadership, 
ecclesial leadership, international development and globalization theory. The nascent 
research field of human flourishing, to which many scholars and practitioners from many 
different disciplines claim to be contributing (Davis & Brotherton, 2013; Entwistle & 
Moroney, 2011; Lopez, 2008), will now have a middle range theory of leadership for 
human flourishing as a benchmark from which to consider and measure progress and to 
understand and define success. The study also contributes to Wright’s (1992) ‘so what?’ 
implications of Jesus’ intentional leadership. The study elicits the process and 
methodologies Jesus used to catalyze local and eventually global change by 
disruptively introducing a counter cultural alternative worldview aimed at breaking down 
and then redefining the basis of hope - the ultimate hope of Israel, humankind and the 
world. Thus, the latent theory of leadership explored herein includes the possibility that 
a person, Jesus of Nazareth, who actually lived in a particular place at a particular time 
in history, presented himself as the archetype of the leadership model and process 
required for human flourishing in a global community. 
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II. METHODOLOGY 

The research methodology used for this study is reflected in Figure 1. Strategies 
of inquiry were blended and integrated into research methods to present a coherent, 
comprehensive, and executable approach to answering the research questions.  

Figure 1: Research Design 

Worldview Theory, Process Theory and Globalization Theory recognize 
macroscopic views of interrelated and/or seemingly disparate phenomena and were 
blended in the overall methodological approach. Further, methods from the fields of 
Organizational Research, Social Theory, Theory Development, and Biblical Studies 
were used to explore the research questions and were also melded into this study. 

Gospel as Research Data Set 

The four canonical Gospels, Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John are a rich repository 
of historically reliable stories about Jesus and his followers. A key premise of this 
research was that Gospels are reliable records of Jesus’ life and leadership practice. 
Though written largely in the genre of narrative story, the gospels represent leadership 
in practice. Witherington (2013) describes each of the Gospel books as a standalone 
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story representing an individual and possibly particular perspective of Jesus’ life and 
work. They are four different perspectives of four different authors, but each tells the 
singular story of Jesus (Perrin, 2008). Each is necessary to the whole, and the whole 
represents a composite picture of the person of Jesus. The Gospel stories and 
documented teachings were essential to launch the Jesus movement from inauspicious 
beginnings to what has become the global phenomenon of Christianity (Hirsch, 
Catchim, & Breen, 2012; Wright 1992).  

Theory Building: The Processual Foundation 

Swanson and Chermack’s (2013) general method of theory building in applied 
disciplines was followed to support the theory building objectives of this study. Their 
approach employs a “theory building toolbox” (p. xii) using a five-phase theory building 
method that can begin anywhere at any of the five phases. The five stages are 
conceptualize, operationalize, confirm, apply and refine (p.30).  The apply phase was 
the appropriate starting point for this research, then moving on to work through the 
conceptualization and operationalization phases. The last two phases, confirm and 
refine were left for the future research. 

Research Methods 

This study used a hermeneutic phenomenological approach borrowed from 
Ricoeur (1976) who uniquely applied this interpretive theory to narrative text. Ricoeur 
suggested phenomenological analyses involving a reader-text interpretive dialect 
occurring iteratively over three stages of understanding and meaning making: stage 
one, guess leads to, stage two, explanation, explanation leads to stage three validation. 
Using this model, the study reviewed and interpreted the Gospel’s data iteratively over 
three reviews or passes. Langley’s (1999) work on process theory informed each 
iterative pass and asked questions of the data quite differently than variance-focused 
questions dealing with covariation among dependent and independent variables. 
Process-oriented inquiries are related to time, such as questions about how and why 
things emerge, develop, grow, or terminate over time.  

The research will utilize an integrated methodology designed to answer the key 
research with an application of a theory building, hermeneutic, phenomenological, and 
process theory blended methodology applied to this study. During the three passes both 
the contributions of individual Gospel authors and a synthetic or composite view of 
Jesus’s life and situated events were evaluated. Each of the three passes through the 
Gospel texts were guided by theory informed lines of inquiry. The uniqueness of each 
Gospel record was examined based on internal structures evident in each book.  
  Since stories vary in structure, but generally have a beginning, a middle and end, 
the four Gospels were normalized to account for a beginning, middle, and end and 
combined into a composite view for further examination. This approach facilitated a 
more apples-to-apples comparison between the same/similar stories and events across 
the four Gospels. Unique information from each source was compared and contrasted, 
as well within the rigors of the coding and analysis methodologies. The three iterative 
passes each involved data collection/coding, analytic review/reflection, and theorization. 
The first pass through the data set primarily identified, marked, and annotated the 
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presence of particular concepts, content, and themes suggested by the text itself, 
withholding interpretation of meaning and evaluation of theoretical implications until 
further review.  

Data Analysis and Theory Building 

Following Swanson and Chermack’s (2013) theory-building model, operationalize 
follows the conceptualize phase. As first and second pass shed light on the meaning of 
the data for leadership for human flourishing, the theory-building aspects of the 
research came into play. First and second passes through the Gospels data produced a 
plausible conceptualized theory. The conceptualized theory was further focused and 
refined during the final pass with supporting concepts more clearly delineated and 
linked around a “centralizing concept and boundaries identified and described” 
(Swanson & Chermack, 2013, p.69). At this point, most of the coding, reflecting, and 
theorizing derived directly from the source data. However, there was a designed 
transition from a purely conceptual to a more explicitly operational theory with “logical 
connection to the real world” (p. 90). This connection took the form of developing 
propositions (presented in the discussion section later in this paper) from the central 
categories and core themes derived from the primary sources and attempted to align 
and/or associate them with concepts or theories outside of the Gospel text. In the final 
pass and landing, there was a need to look outside the primary sources in order to 
clarify, challenge, and/or corroborate the nascent theoretical leadership concept that 
was emerging from the data. The researchers assumed that if the theory is durable and 
substantive enough, it will withstand and be improved upon by scrutiny and 
circumspection. This logical connection to the real world element then was more than 
just common sense or sound reasoning; it is based on the ancient premise that all truth 
is God’s truth (Holmes, 1977). If this research discovered that the Gospels do in fact 
point to a middle-range theory of the nature of leadership for human flourishing in a 
global community, the factors, variables, dimensions, processes, and/or characteristics 
of that theory should be evident and exist elsewhere. 

Progressing through the theory-building model involved first conceptualizing and 
then operationalizing a proposed leadership theory. At the end of the three passes, 
involving both individual and composite examination of the Gospel data, conclusions 
were drawn to answer the four supporting research questions. The answers and data 
from the supporting questions converged in a way to answer the primary research 
question. Three output products of this entire theory-building research process were (a) 
a contemporary theory of leadership for human flourishing in a global community 
expressed in a narrative written explanation; (b) a conceptual diagram, model, or 
visualization of the theory; and (c) a set of propositions with logical connections to 
leadership practice in the real world (Creswell & Brown, 1992; Volf, 2013). 

III. RESULTS 

Structuring the Gospels Data Set 

The first requirement was to structure the data set to be able to benefit from the 
use of the qualitative coding tool, Atlas.ti. A digital version of the New American 
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Standard Bible translation of the four gospels was cut and pasted into a word document. 
The chapter headings, all verse markings and any chapter or section descriptive titles or 
labels were removed. The only internal structural features remaining in this sanitized 
text were paragraph breaks. This structuration resulted in textual segments, rather than 
traditional chapter/verse, as the primary element for analysis. For comparative 
purposes, table 1 illustrates the number of segments per gospel versus traditional 
chapter and verse. With the focus of this research on Jesus’ life work, it was important 
to identify the centrality of Jesus in the storyline as shown in table 2. 
 
Table 1 

Segmented Versus Traditional Chapter/Verse Structures in the Gospels 

Variable Matt. Mark Luke John 

Segments 98 86 108 57 
Chapters 28 16 24 21 
Verses 1,071 683 1,151 879 
English words 23,516 14,670 25,769 8,346 

 
Table 2 

Jesus as Central Figure in Each of the Gospels 

Variable Matt. Mark Luke John 
Segments 98 86 108 57 
Jesus central in event 86 (87.7%) 78 (90.7%) 

 
97 (89.8%) 49 (86%) 

 
A second structuring of the data set occurred when the researchers recognized 

that nearly everything recorded by the Gospel authors oriented around events. Events 
are key to this examination of the Gospels. Accomplishing this restructuring involved 
taking the paragraph oriented/no chapter/no verse format of the Gospel narratives used 
previously and reformatting and renumbering each Gospel to create a narrative flow 
ordered by event/incident and updating it in Atlas.ti. Restructuring the data around 
events allowed a more direct application of process theory and text coding of process 
elements such as sequence in time, focal actor/s, and narrative voice—among others 
(Pettigrew, 1992).  

Table 3 identifies the high-level results when the Gospels are organized around 
events/incidents and shows how the restructuring helped fine tune the data set for 
analysis. The table compares the original segmenting approach with the new 
restructuring around events/incidents to include events where Jesus is primary actor 
and where Jesus was either not present in the scene or the event served as explanation 
support or background for the author.  
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Table 3 

Gospel Segments Compared to Events/Incidents and Jesus as Primary Actor and Not 
Primary Actor 

Gospel Segments Events/ 
Incidents 

Jesus (Primary 
actor) 

Jesus (Not primary actor) 

Matt. 98 97 83 Commentary or continuity (6) 
Back story (8) 
Plot (2) 

Mark 86 84 78 Commentary (6) 
Plot (2) 

Luke 108 105 97 Commentary or continuity (5) 
Back story (5) 
Plot (1) 

John 57 55 49 Commentary or continuity (6) 
Back story (8) 
Plot (1) 

Note. Categories are not discrete entities. A textual segment can fit more than one 
theme/category. 

Results from the First and Second Pass 

Open and axial coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1997) were used in the first and 
second pass through the Gospel narratives. The researchers simply looked at the text 
and asked, ‘what do you see?’ with as little interpretation of why it is there or what it 
means as possible. Over 1100 codes were generated which were later reduced to a 
manageable number using paired comparisons. This simple technique helped derived 
early themes and patterns which appeared in the form of five super-code categories 
namely people, locations, events/incidents, conversations/teachings and 
healing/miracles. These five super categories informed the second pass. Second pass 
involved a focused coding of the text asking, ‘What’s going on here?’ and ‘What’s this 
about?’ for each event/incident. This method invoked process theory and resulted in 
revealing patterns and sequences that helped create sharper categories. Once thematic 
categorical labels began to be derived from the text, a snowball-like effect occurred. 
More sharply defined codes/themes informed the coding of the rest of the narrative text, 
sometimes looping back to complete coding of the entire data set with the new or 
clarified understanding of the category or theme. With event/incident as the primary unit 
of analysis 11 major categories were identified as reflected in table 4 and those 
categories became the critical data set and held constant for the remainder of the 
analysis. In actuality, there were not just three, but as many as 10, passes through the 
Gospel narratives data set as the coding process matured and patterns began to 
emerge from the narrative flow. The effort required to get the data set to this point 
numbered in the hundreds of hours of data coding, review, and recoding.  
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Table 4 

Axial Code Categories Answering “What is This About?” per Gospel Event/Incident 
Segments 

Variable Matt. (97) Mark (84) Luke (105) John (55) 

Miracles 6 5 5 5 
Discipling 34 31 34 17 
Trigger Event 7 8 8 7 
Purpose 17 10 12 16 
Continuity/Back story/Summary 10 2 11 2 

Plot 10 8 8 12 
Healings (specific + general) 20 18 18 3 
Teaching (specific + general) 29 23 29 15 
Questions/questioning 52 46 43 35 
Supernatural inject 9 4 9 2 
Maneuver 15 7 9 10 
Note. Categories are not exclusive. More than one theme was allowed per event/incident. 

Worldview Elements as Additional Code Categories 

Axial coding in the second pass also seemed the appropriate place to include 
Wright’s (1992) worldview elements. Table 5 summarizes the result of coding of four 
worldview elements (question, symbol, story and praxis) in the Gospels’ data. 

 
Table 5 

Wright’s (1992) Worldview Elements as Coded Gospel Events/Incident 

Variable Matt. Mark Luke John 
Total events 97 84 105 55 
Question-related events 52 45 43 35 
Events including symbol 14 9 9 8 
Events involving story 32 8 32 8 
Events conveying Jesus’ praxis 4 6 4 1 

Note.  Summary of rounds 1 and 2 pass through the Gospels data – “guess relative to research 
questions.” 

Very tentative conclusions regarding research questions were made at this 
stage. Gospel data informed leadership themes started to rise to the surface although 
the designed research methodology was intended to guard against researcher’s bias 
and the potential of reading into the text leadership theories or characteristics rather 
than eliciting these from the text. From the 11 major code themes, three codes namely 
purpose, questions and conflict set themselves apart as informing the leadership 
questions of this study and were deeply explored in Phase 3. Table 6 reflects the 
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leadership topic of purpose, table 7 reflects the use of questions, and table 8 the 
events/incidents where conflict occurred as it appears in the Gospel narratives. 

Table 6 

Frequency of the Purpose Theme in the Gospels (Total Segments) 

Theme Matt. (97) Mark (84) Luke (105) John (55) 

Purpose-themed segments 17 7 13 18 
Author interpreted purpose as 
“fulfillment”  

10 1 0 5 

Jesus cited purpose as fulfillment 7 2 6 4 
Author interpreted purpose as “it is 
written” 

5 5 4 2 

Jesus cited “it is written” as purpose 1 5 7 1 
 
Table 7 

Gospel Authors’ Documentation of the Use of Question 

Use of question Matt. (97) Mark (84) Luke (105) John (55) 
Segments with questions 52 46 43 35 
Jesus prompts questions  33 13 11 56 
Questioning Jesus 23 17 15 49 
Jesus’ questions 112 34 33 56 

 
Table 8 

Frequency of Types of Events/Incidents Where Conflict Occurred in the Gospels 

Gospel Segments involving 
conflict* 

Healing Teaching Questioning Discipling 

Matthew 25 4 6 11 2 
Mark  23 4 6 14 5 
Luke 25 5 4 9 7 
John 17 2 6 12 1 
*Events/Incidents are not discrete categories. More than one category of event/incident may be 
ascribed to any Gospel segment. 

Final Pass: Validation 

Pike’s (1971) tagmemic theory of language and triadic analysis (1982) of 
element, wave and field helped the researchers, in the final phase, to recognize that the 
11 super-theme categories are better understood as interrelated waves rather than 
individual elements. As the purposes of this research started coming into focus 
application of Pike’s theory revealed the importance of the field perspectives offered by 
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three of the original super-codes. People, actions, and place became the three primary 
dimensions within and across which Jesus exercised a singularly distinction ‘field’ of 
leadership in action. The challenge of seeing this was that while there are significant 
patterns in the ways Jesus led in the Gospels, the process was uniquely iterative, but at 
the same time nonlinear.  

The 11 major themes were compared again to the five super-codes before 
locking them. It was recognized that these themes had a definite commonality in action, 
while the two super-codes of people and location had been overlooked. The 11 and the 
five categories morphed into three macro-dimensions—people, action, and place. The 
resulting synthesis suggested a theoretically sensitive guess (Glaser, 1978) that 
informed the theory-building intentions of this research. Figure 2 was thus a very 
preliminary framework of the possibility of a multidimensional leadership theory elicited 
from Jesus’ life and work as recorded in the Gospels. This framework functioned as the 
“‘what’s’ as constructs” in Whetten’s (2002) modeling approach to theory development, 
what’s in this case being the dimensions or characteristics of Jesus’ leadership.  

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Multidimensional framework of Jesus’ leadership in the Gospels. 

Leadership Dimensions 

Dimension 1 - People. Deeper understanding of the significance of the people 
dimension was found at the wave level. Four waves of the type of people Jesus 
engaged and interacted withstand out from the Gospels’ data as reflected in table 9. 
Figure 3 attempts to capture a visual picture of the significant and disproportionate 
amount of time Jesus’ was with his disciples compared to the crowds, Pharisees and 
the people in need. 

 
Table 9 

Frequency of Jesus’ Engagement of Types of People Groups in the Gospels 

People groups Matt (98) Mark (84) Luke (108) John (57) 
Segments involving people 
(total) 

84 74 93 55 

Jesus present (after baptism) 81 79 96 50 
Jesus + disciples 74 = 91.4% 71 = 89.9% 58 = 60.4% 33 = 66% 
Jesus + crowds 35 = 43.2% 31 = 39.2% 41 = 42.7% 12 = 24% 
Jesus + scribes/Pharisees* 26 = 32.1% 18 = 22.8% 25 = 26% 21 = 42% 
Jesus engaged individuals in 
need** 

16 = 19.8% 15 = 19% 25 = 26% 12 = 24% 
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*Includes other opposition groups as well (e.g., Herodian, Sadducees, chief priests, etc.). 
**Includes those in need of physical and spiritual healing. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Jesus’ time spent per people group 

If amount of time spent is any indicator of priority, Jesus’ number one priority was 
developing his disciple-leader-followers for the mission and work ahead. Everything 
Jesus did, in word and deed, was a potential leadership lesson for his followers. 
Significantly, Jesus’ leadership development approach did not shy away from the hard 
work and even confrontation. Apparently, he did not see his follower’s development in 
conflict or at odds with his own mission accomplishment rather they were an integral 
part. Comparatively speaking, he spent the least amount of time engaging the needy 
than any other group. Often the touch point of Jesus’ clash with the Pharisees and other 
groups was over when and how he engaged these needy individuals.  

In terms of theory building, if one were to elicit questions from Jesus’ clear 
statement of mission intent, they might be: What did Jesus understand about human 
flourishing? What did he do about it? This falls into the realm of “What’s—as constructs” 
and “How’s—as relationships” in Whetten’s (2002) theory-building model. Jesus 
demonstrated that true leadership, both the leader’s own leadership and that of those 
whom the leader is developing, means regularly and consistently giving focused energy 
and effort towards the restorative health and wholeness of those individuals. Jesus’ 
leadership scope was not only helping marginalized individuals, it was at the same time 
an effort to confront, correct, and create new and better systems for the collective good 
and fulfillment of God’s greater purposes in the world (Keller 2010; Newbigin, 1989). 
Jesus engaged individuals, groups, and institutions virtually all at the same time in the 
regular execution of his leadership. Again, a challenge in seeing these patterns was the 
iterative but nonlinearity of Jesus’ approach. 

Dimension 2 - Action. As Jesus’ actions were always in the context of people and 
places. Action was an attempt to label a discrete field dimension recognizing the need 
for it to be understood in the light of the other two dimensions of people and place. 
Table 10 organizes the original 11 core category themes within these two types of 
actions in this new construct. Most significant to the research agenda was an 
overarching macro look at the comparison of word/action events as presented in table 
11 to the whole of the leadership process Jesus enacted. Questions were the highest 
percentage of leadership behavior exhibited by Jesus. Jesus frequently used questions 

 Disciples ~ 90% 

 Pharisees ~ 
30% 

          Crowds ~ 40% 

Jesus’ time = 100% 

Needy ~ 
19% 
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in his teaching to draw out an application or drive home his point. Jesus often used 
questions in the context of telling a story. As seen in table 12, Jesus asked questions in 
both action-action and word-action contexts.  

Table 10 

Frequency of Jesus’ Action Actions and Speaking Actions in the Gospels 

Action Matt. (98) Mark (84) Luke (105) John (55) 

Jesus events 86 78 96 49 
Action actions 
Maneuver 15 = 17.4% 13 = 16.7% 10 = 10.3% 10 = 20.4% 
Discipling 35 = 40.7% 38 = 48.7% 44 = 45.4% 18 = 36.7% 
Healings 21 = 24.4% 19 = 24.4% 19 = 19.6% 3 = 6.1% 
Miracles 6 = 7% 8 = 10.3% 5 = 5.2% 5 = 10.2% 
Trigger events 7 = 8.1% 8 = 10.3% 7 = 7.2% 7 = 14.3% 
Speaking actions 
Teaching 29 = 33.7% 40 = 51.3% 57 = 58.8% 16 = 32.7% 
Questions 52 = 60.5% 46 = 59% 43 = 44.3% 35 = 71.4% 

 
Table 11 

Frequency of Jesus’ Action and Word Events in the Gospels 

Events Matt. Mark Luke John 

Total Segments 97 84 105 55 

Post baptism events 
involving Jesus 

83 79 94 48 

Jesus events–action 40 = 48.2% 47 = 59.5% 44 = 46.8% 27 = 56.3% 
Jesus events–words 43 = 51.8% 32 = 40.5% 50 = 53.2% 21 = 43.8% 

  
Table 12 

Frequency of Jesus’ Questions in the Gospels (Total Segments) 

Jesus’ questions Matt. (97) Mark (85) Luke (105) John (55) 

Event segments where Jesus 
questions 

52 46 43 35 

Total questions 148 75 121 107 
Jesus’ questions (total) 115 62 109 54 
Questions in context of word events 
(e.g., teaching) 

22 16 21 13 

Questions in context of story events 23 3 34 3 
Questions in context of action 
events (e.g., healings) 

29 16 18 11 
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Questions asked/ in situations of 
conflict 

19/25 12/20 14/28 9/16 

 
Dimension 3 - Place. The places and locations of Jesus’ entire life seemed to be 

fraught with deeper meaning and even a bigger concept of place. The two most 
significant geographical places in the Gospels are Galilee and Jerusalem. Three non-
geographical significant places are: synagogue, ‘at table’, and the kingdom of God. The 
most significant for Jesus’ purposes is the kingdom of God. Many scholars believe a 
larger geopolitical drama was being played out by Jesus and the Gospel authors around 
the key locations of Galilee and Jerusalem (Hertig, 1997; Malbon, 1982; Moxnes, 2010). 
Jesus’ target of synagogue as a central place to engage the masses could be based on 
what Hanson and Oakman (1998) noted, that the origination of the synagogue was after 
the forced exile of the Jewish people from their homeland in the sixth century BC. 
Synagogue thus became a communal assembly point (Horsley 1995:223), possibly with 
regular services paralleling the temple’s (Hoenig, 1979:142) vital to the social identify of 
the Jewish people. At table is a nuance or euphemism for people eating together, 
breaking bread, and having fellowship with others (Kreider & Kreider, 2011). Jesus’ act 
of eating with tax gathers and sinners was not a random act of kindness but a 
deliberately staged indictment against a system that kept people in financial and 
spiritual bondage while wishing them well. His actions were an attack on an entire 
national system striking at the very foundations of Jewish culture and society. 
Effectively, in the at table instances of conflict and response, Jesus was making a full-
frontal attack on and exposing the competing strategies of hope at work in the groups of 
Jews with the reins of power and influence in first-century Palestine (DeSilva, 2004). 
The at table instances in the Gospels, involving conflict with the power-broker groups of 
the day, root attacks on these other “saviors of Israel” and where the people had placed 
their hope, while offering a new place where the barriers are broken down and there is a 
new freedom to embrace the rich diversity in the fullness and wholeness of God’s 
creation.  
 
Table 13 

Frequency of Kingdom Terminology in the Gospels 

Kingdom terminology Matt. (811) Mark (791) Luke (961) John (501) 
Use of kingdom terms by event2 21 8 26 23 

Kingdom of heaven 30 0 0 0 
Kingdom of God 6 12 33 2 
1Number of Gospel-event segments Jesus was present after his baptism. 
2Number of times concept of kingdom is mentioned by Jesus per Gospel event. 
3Two different events than the two times kingdom of God is used. 

Jesus’ clearly and publicly stated purpose for his work was “repent for the 
kingdom of heaven is at hand.” As seen in Table 13, the expression “kingdom of 
heaven” is unique to Matthew, while “kingdom of God” is used in all four Gospels. The 
strong and continual emphasis on kingdom of God by Jesus suggests the importance of 
this theme to the mission platform Jesus was trying to live out and frame for his 
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disciples prior to his departure. Informing the notion of place in the current research, the 
concept of the kingdom of God is perhaps the singular place in Jesus’ life and teaching 
where the three leadership dimensions of people, place, and actions converge together 
into a greater whole. Place is a multifaceted category; it is locative and topographical as 
well as mental and ideological. This multifaceted dimension of place is where Jesus 
focused his acts of leadership for human flourishing. A better place was the goal for 
Jesus’ leadership. In the concept of place, kingdom of God, people and action converge 
together into one focused mission and outcome. The implications for leadership for the 
ongoing mission of the Jesus movement connect the past and present to a hope-filled 
future and God’s greater purposes for the world. 

Validation and Contribution to Theory Building 

Prosecution of the following three questions, from Whetten’s (2002) modelling, 
what as ‘construct’ and how questions as ‘relationship’ and using the same data set but 
this time theoretically sensitive eye for connecting important particle and wave data 
through a lens of process were answered in the third and final validation stage with 
focus on theory building. 

• What conditions or outcomes was Jesus trying to achieve?  
• What did Jesus do specifically to catalyze the change he was targeting? 
• How did he bring about the targeted change?  

Three Systemic Catalysts: Questions, Conflict, and Authority 

The concluding evidence is that Jesus dynamically and simultaneously engaged 
across all three leadership dimensions—people, action, and place—and did so by 
navigating a critical path involving three systemic catalysts—conflict, questions, and 
authority. Again, the challenge in applying a process approach to Gospel narratives is 
that while Jesus did act iteratively—repetitively over time—his approach was nonlinear 
rather than necessarily sequential.  

Catalyst Questions. Jesus asked a lot of questions. Jesus’ questions were 
designed to expose not only the individual strategies of hope but the entire system of 
belief and meaning present and reinforced in the culture of the day. The kinds of 
questions Jesus asked seem to have depended on the particular individual or groups 
involved as found in table 14. To the extent the leadership is about influence and 
influencing others, questions and the type of questions reveal much about Jesus’ 
leadership. Jesus used catalytic questions to surface and challenge prevailing mental 
models, and to foster more systemic patterns of thinking. As seen in table 15, the 
frequency of Jesus’s questioning in/during conflicts events was significant. Jesus asked 
questions to intervene, but he also asked to unite.  

Jesus’ catalytic questions for his disciples seemed targeted to break down their 
mindset about the level and quality of their belief. There are at least two levels of Jesus’ 
questions to his disciples in the Gospels. The first involved their level of trust in him and 
the second their understanding of his greater mission and purposes. When Jesus 
challenged what the disciples saw and understood, he was challenging their leadership 
capacity for situational awareness, a skill he had taught them by example and practice 
in his own leadership. Jesus used the critical questions to engage in evaluative inquiry 
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with his closest followers as a major part of their leadership development. Questions 
were a key tool to equip them with the skills and the process understanding they would 
eventually need to follow to implement Jesus’ global movement. The bottom line of 
Jesus’ questioning tactic of his adversaries was as a mirror—a means to hold up and 
reveal to them the obstacles to their belief and causes of their unbelief. In this manner, 
he attempted to break down and expose their own prejudices and predetermined 
mindset. Jesus’ inquiry of the crowds was that he used questions to show they were 
missing the big-picture understanding of God’s plans and purposes for the world. Jesus’ 
questions for the needy and seekers was to expose and identify the obstacles to their 
own faith. Jesus’ questions demonstrated his clear intent to elicit faith and trust in him 
from all those who heard his message and witnessed his miracles. 

 
Table 14 

Frequency of Jesus Questioning Particular Groups as Percentage of Total Questions of 
Jesus per Gospel 

Groups Matt. (99) Mark (66) Luke (100) John (54) 

Disciples/Followers 39 (39%) 34 (51%) 44 (44%) 31 (57%) 
Adversaries 28 (28%) 18 (27%) 27 (27%) 17 (29%) 
Crowds 29 (29%) 7 (10%) 23 (23%) 0 (0%) 
Needy/Seekers 3 (3%) 5 (7%) 6 (6%) 6 (11%) 

 
Table 15 

Frequency of Jesus Questioning in Contexts of Conflict as Percentage of Total 
Questions of Jesus per Gospel 

Gospel (total 
events w/Jesus) 

Events w/Jesus 
questioning 

Jesus’ 
questions 

Conflict events 
w/questions 

Jesus’ questions in 
conflict events 

Matt. (84) 40  99 18 of 25 37 
Mark (79) 35  66 20 of 23 29 

Luke (96) 38 100 22 of 29 67 
John (50)  25  54 15 of 17 32 

  
  Catalyst Conflicts. To the extent that leadership is revealed in crisis, the 
strongest reactions to Jesus’ work—those points of conflict—suggest a fruitful area for 
leadership research. Table 16 depicts the frequency of both conflict and plot 
events/incidents in the Gospels. Conflicts were determined to be a direct clash or 
confrontation, however strong or nil, between Jesus and others. Plot was annotated 
only of the specific events/incidents where Jesus’ adversaries sought to take direct 
action against him, whether successful or not. A closer examination of conflict reveals 
its use by Jesus as a catalyst for his change agenda. Jesus very much managed the 
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conflict and the situations wherein conflict occurred, whereas plot proceeded 
independently of his direct influence.  
 
Table 16 

Frequency of Conflict and Plot in the Gospels as Percentage of Events after Jesus’ 
Baptism 

Variable Matt. Mark Luke John 

Conflict 25 (29%) 23 (29%) 29 (30%) 17 (35%) 
Plot 12 (15%) 8 (10%) 11 (11%) 13 (26%) 

 
40-50% of the recorded events/incidents in the life work of Jesus involved conflict 

in which he was engaged or plot in which he was implicated. Conflict occurred within 
various types of events, including healing, teaching, questioning, and even discipling. 
Though most conflict incidents involved Jesus’ adversaries, the scribes and Pharisees, 
Jesus also experienced conflict with his own disciples. Matthew, Mark, and Luke each 
record three to five incidents where Jesus conflicted with his disciples. DeSilva (2004) 
and Wright (1992, 1997, 2008) understood the root of most clashes involving Jesus and 
the Pharisees was over competing visions and strategies involving “the hope of Israel” 
(DeSilva, 2004, p. 54). Thus, conflict in the Gospels as used by Jesus was a catalyst 
that revealed and exposed conflicting cultural values and ideologies around the 
contemporary strategies of hope represented within the present system.  

Catalyst Authority. The third and final systemic catalyst observed in the life of 
Jesus as recorded in the Gospels is authority. This again is a theme where process and 
timing more than frequency reveal its importance. Power and the exercise of power is 
an element of authority. Jesus demonstrated power when he exercised authority over 
the physical and spiritual domain, calmed storms, and cast out demons. There is also 
implied authority in his identity. Often, the authorities and crowds engaged Jesus based 
on their perceptions of what and who he claimed to be. Jesus may have actually 
embodied all five of French and Raven’s (1959) classic bases of social power—referent 
power, expert power, legitimate power, reward power, and coercive power—but he used 
them all selflessly and always with the needs of others in mind. He always exercised 
power in the context of relationships to move his global agenda forward but in a way 
that embraced the dignity of all people, not using them as pawns or objects to selfish 
ends. Jesus used his power and authority as relational catalysts to increase [his] 
capacity to influence the attitudes, values, or behaviors of others.  

Table 17 reflects the frequency for supernatural intervention and authority. The 
data represent events/incidents where Jesus’ authority was remarked on or became the 
confronted issue and/or where Jesus’ authority was legitimated through supernatural 
intervention. The phenomenon of supernatural was associated with the catalyst of 
authority. Three times, at the beginning, later middle, and end of Jesus’ life, there is a 
supernatural intervention in that his Father intervened and affirmed him publicly. These 
were timely affirmations of Jesus’ mission and leadership by a legitimate external 
authority. These supernatural external validations of Jesus are a reminder that in God’s 
design the universe is an open, not closed, system. Contrary to the best efforts to solve 
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all the world’s problems (Hoksbergen et al., 2009), the most complete answers to 
leadership for  human flourishing and all global challenges may fall outside the closed 
box of the natural system.  

 
Table 17 

Frequency of Events/Incidents Involving Authority and Supernatural Intervention in the 
Gospels 

Event/Incident  Matt. Mark Luke John 

Authority 7 6 6 5 
Supernatural intervention 9 4 9 3 

Modeling as Theory Building: Research Results Point to a Theory of Leadership 

All pieces of particle, wave, and field elements of Jesus’ leadership for human 
flourishing as elicited from the Gospels and examined in this research were brought 
together using Whetten’s (2002) modeling as a theory-building approach into a 
proposed model. This proposed new three-dimensional leadership theory using a 
phenomenological, hermeneutical, and process is presented in Table 18. The non-
shaded areas will be overviewed briefly with suggestions that may require further 
research and delineation. 
 

Table 18 

Three-Dimensional Leadership Theory Summary—A Phenomenological and Processual Theory 
of the Nature of Leadership for Human Flourishing in a Global Community 

What’s—As constructs How’s—As relationships 

Three dimensions of 
leadership 

• Place 
• Process/ 

Platform 
• People 

Three systemic 
catalysts 

• Questions 
• Conflict 
• Authority 

Three iterative 
motivators and 
objective conditions 

• Faith 
• Hope 
• Love 

Four integrative 
elements of 
sustainable change 
(worldview) 

• Story  
• Symbol 
• Praxis  
• Questions 

Four-frame 
diagnostic for 
contextualization 

• Meaning 
• Action 
• Caring 
• Structure 

Three normative 
stages of progressive 
development 

• Breakdown 
• Buildup 
• Breakthrough 
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Figure 4. Three-systemic catalysts (left) and three-iterative motivators/objectives (right). 
 

People, actions, and place as first what are the primary domains in which 
leadership functions. They are drawn as domains but never separated or distinct. Yet, in 
the spirit of tagmemic theory, it is sometimes helpful to separate and look only at the 
people dimension or only at the action dimension. These are the three dimensions in 
which Jesus led and operated and in which all leadership operates in some respect. 
They are layered with place on top with the implication of people engaging each other 
and being engaged by God through actions to move towards place. The recognition of 
events in the Gospels as actions in which Jesus engaged moves this concept from 
mere activity to intentional actions forming patterns of iterative nonlinear behavior. 
Process theory helped identify and elicit some of the patterns from the data set. Iterative 
actions over time forming patterns become process. Figure 5 illustrates the first how, 
the three catalysts of questions–conflict–authority used by Jesus primarily to catalyze 
the second what, three motivating conditions of faith, hope, and love. 

Jesus used questions to, at times, appropriately instigate or respond to conflict or 
confrontation. He often used questions to leverage conflict events to his own ends. 
Often, the conflict people had with him involved authority. Because others recognized 
his authority, for various reasons, he judiciously but always strategically drew attention 
to the issue of authority only when he had to. The catalysis Jesus instigated by his 
intentional leadership, as seen previously in the results of the data examination of some 
of the narrative contexts and events where questions, conflict, and authority occurred, 
had a particular desired outcome. It was designed to bring about and motivate a new 
fundamental state or condition in the targeted people groups Jesus engaged. Each 
people group had one or more obstacles to overcome in its ability to trust Jesus to a 
point of faith.  

Jesus used various actions. He often used questions to leverage conflict events 
to his own ends. Because others recognized his authority, for various reasons, he 
judiciously but always strategically drew attention to the issue of authority only when he 
had to. At times, appropriately instigate or respond to conflict or confrontation, and 
healing miracles, to demonstrate love and lead people to new faith and renewed hope. 
Jesus’ leadership catalysis was intended to bring about a new state or condition of faith, 
hope, and love for not only people he was able to engage directly but also the entire 
diverse global community. Faith, as trusted relationships, and hope, as courage to act, 
have been touched on throughout this paper. Putting the two together is to suggest that 
the catalysts were most often focused at these fundamental levels of change in the 
human heart—faith, hope, and love. The challenge in seeing this pattern, as stated 
several times, is that they were iterative in the life and behavior of Jesus, but nonlinear. 

Faith 

Hope 

Love 

Questions 

Conflict 

Authority 
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The catalysts were used as tools by Jesus not always in sequence but nonetheless 
constantly pushing as it were the flywheel of mindset and attitudes represented by 
people’s faith, hope, and love. Faith, hope, and love were end-state or desired outcome 
conditions at both the individual and communal level; at the same time, they were 
Jesus’ personal motivators. He trusted, he hoped, he loved. As a great leader, he did 
not lead beyond where he was or what he was already doing. Faith, hope, and love, as 
well, are the new DNA—the new heart that represents the individual and collective 
conditions to which Jesus was trying to move and motivate people towards.  

Four Integrative Elements of Sustainable Change 

The second how in the model comes back to the place of the worldview in 
contributing to individual or social change? Wright’s (1992) worldview elements come 
directly into play at this point as another aspect of how Jesus led the transformative 
change initiative. The four worldview elements—symbol, story, questions, and praxis—
as Wright described them, do not work independently of each other but form an 
integrative set, and their place in a grand change initiative like Jesus led actually 
becomes clear when placed in a theoretical leadership model Table 19 presents the 
frequency of use of symbol and story in the four Gospels. Figure 5 attempts to explain 
Jesus’ use of worldview elements as a leadership change strategy. 

 
Table 19 

Frequency of Events/Incidents Involving Symbol and Story in the Gospels 

Event Matt Mark Luke John 

Symbol 19 11 19  9 
Story 46 12 53 11 
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Figure 5. How Jesus used worldview to lead systemic social and individual change. 

 
This approach to anchoring worldview in everyday life and how Wright used the 

four worldview elements as a lens through which to examine the Gospels and Jesus life 
work is the essence of the value of the four worldview elements to the proposed 
leadership model. The lens becomes a mirror and as the mirror reveals—gives 
feedback on how worldview functions—it becomes a sophisticated means of intelligence 
collection to understand the psyche, mores, and values of the culture. Jesus used this 
knowledge to know where to attack—where to question and where to instigate conflict 
that had the greatest potential to lead to change. From a leadership perspective, the 
fact that Jesus acted more like a prophet than a teacher is critical to the proposed 
leadership model. His iterative approach was not saying the same things over and over 
again until his disciples got it. If symbol and story represent the embedded meaning-
making structures in a culture, praxis and questions represent culturally valued actions 
and behavior.  

Three Progressive Stages of Development 

Including the Gospels and Acts together as a representation of the systemic 
whole of the system Jesus enacted, it is possible, at the macro level, to identify a 
pattern in Jesus’ leadership approach that involved three progressive stages of 
individual and collective development. Figure 6 visualizes the three progressive stages 
of development. This conveys a linearity of something that was essentially nonlinear, 
but it was progressive and there do seem to be recognizable stages. The three 
progressive stages of development—breakdown, buildup, and breakthrough—were 
elicited from observed patterns in Jesus’ leadership in the Gospels and their early 
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outcomes in the book of Acts. The theory suggests these patterns hold for individual 
and collective change that is sustainable over time. Breakdown is essentially a 
breakdown or change of mindset. Jesus’ charge to “repent for the kingdom of God is 
near” (Matt 3:2) was and is fundamentally a call to a changed mindset. Much of Jesus’ 
questioning was a questioning of the value and meaning-making structures of the 
Jewish people. Breakdown leading to belief and trust in him had much to do with their 
having eyes to see the bigger connections of how God was at work in history and where 
Jesus–Messiah fit in those bigger purposes. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Progressive Stages of Development 
 
The stage of buildup is the enduring change process Jesus enabled and enacted 

which involved much more than just identifying the errors in one’s thinking or 
understanding or repenting of noncompliant behaviors or social taboos. Change in 
Jesus’ way involved new thinking and new understanding to replace the old, but it also 
required something more radical and unexpected than anything presently understood in 
the culture and meaning making systems of the day—a fundamental change of heart. 
The stage of breakthrough is only glimpsed in part in the Gospels but is seen more 
completely in the book of Acts. Breakthrough is the manifestation of the reality of a 
whole new quality of life. The fullness of place and of life in the kingdom of God are 
realized at least in part at this stage. Transformation has occurred at the most 
fundamental levels of being and is beginning to extend outward into the contexts and 
social systems where it is found. Peter’s personal process is an illustration of the 
breakdown, buildup, and breakthrough states of transformational development. These 
stages are fundamentally inside–out relational processes.  

Four-Frame Contextualizing Diagnostic 

The final element to of a leadership theory is the value of the four Gospels 
themselves as a practitioner’s tool. Four unique perspectives—meaning from Matthew, 
action from Mark, structure from Luke, and caring from John—provide a diagnostic 
framework from which to examine and evaluate culture and context and is presented in 
Figure 7.  
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Figure 6. Four-frame contextualizing diagnostic based on the four Christian gospels 

 
Modeling as theory building is in play here even as the way the Gospel data sets 

were framed and reported by their authors and came into the Christian canon. These 
contribute to the proposed model as a contextualizing grid from which to diagnose, 
understand, and potentially frame specific targeted applications of leadership for human 
flourishing in a global community in particular contexts. Meaning is the contextualizing 
lens from Matthew’s perspective of Jesus’ life. It was important for Matthew to root an 
understanding of Jesus in the light of the OT and to explain his person and work as 
fulfillment of prophesy regarding the Messiah, the long-promised redeemer prince of 
Israel. Action is clearly the perspective of Mark, the earliest of the four Gospels. From 
beginning to end, Mark’s record is full of action. The tone is urgent and almost driven. In 
Mark’s story, the ratio of Jesus’ actions to words is three to two; 60% of the time Mark’s 
Jesus is engaged in action, and 40% of the time he is speaking words. There are few 
long sections of Jesus teaching in Mark but lots of activity. Structure is possibly the 
primary lens through which Luke wrote his Gospel. Luke’s stated purpose in writing his 
account suggests his unique diagnostic contribution. Luke’s distinctive claim was that he 
had “investigated everything carefully” (Lk. 1:3) from those who were eyewitnesses and 
his was an attempt “set in order” or “write out in consecutive order” (Lk.1:3), depending 
on the translation, the stories about Jesus and his life and work. Caring and love are 
overarching themes in the book of John. John alone recorded one of the most well-
known statements attributed to Jesus, a strong statement about love: “For God so loved 
the world that he gave his only Son” (John 3:16, NIV). John is the Gospel of love and 
compassion. There are more personal intimate encounters of people with Jesus in 
John. At the same time, John recorded the fewest number of healings and miracles than 
the other Gospel accounts. 
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Figure 8. Jesus’ dynamic, iterative, contextualized application of process was the platform he used 
to catalyze change across multiple levels over time. 

A last clarifying element of the model comes back to the original framing of action 
and subsequent declaration of process in the model. As the iterative but nonlinear 
patterns of Jesus’ actions became clearer through the analysis of the particle and 
waves of Gospel data, they became the field of process. As seen in Figure 8, process in 
Jesus’ strategic agenda became platform across all three levels. Platform did not exist 
in the abstract but was the intentional integration and consistent application of process 
founded in the particular approach to leading people Jesus modeled, explained, and 
taught his followers. 

Leadership for human flourishing in a global community operates continuously 
across and between the fundamental three dimensions of people, process, and place. 
In every social and organizational context, there are people—individuals and groups at 
some level of interactive relationship. People come together and interact around 
particular processes and in places bounded by culturally informed values and 
standards. These three fundamental dimensions exist in status quo until catalyzed. 
Catalysis can come from within or without, but transformative catalysis most often 
occurs from the inside out. Process became the integrating dimension of essential 
change at each leadership level in Jesus’ approach. The multi-scaled repetition of the 
pattern of Jesus’ leadership, his instructing and training his followers to hear and do, to 
live and lead, this was the genius of Jesus’ change platform enabling transformational 
impact at every level. Jesus’ change platform was no mystery. He identified and named 
his platform very early in his public work and continually defined, clarified, and 
consistently acted out its meaning for himself and all who would follow. Jesus’ change 
platform purpose statement was “repent for the kingdom of God is at hand” (Matt.4:17). 
The religious–political power brokers and keepers of the “plausibility structures” 
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(Newbigin, 1989, p.8) and status quo of the day were confronted with how to address 
and deal with Jesus and the dynamic change platform he was creating. If they did not 
confront it and deal with it, they faced certain irrelevance and loss of status and power 
in society— an enormous devastation in an honor–shame culture (Hanson & Oakman, 
1998). Jesus’ 3 years of public life work, and his death, burial, and resurrection, enacted 
a leadership scheme of strategic maneuver across all three social levels and, at the 
same time, within and across the three leadership dimensions of people, process, and 
place. The critical mass of influence created by simultaneously working across all three 
dimensions and three social levels provided a convergence in the Jesus’ platform for all 
who have eyes to see and ears to hear what is required for leadership for human 
flourishing in a global community.  

IV. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

Jesus is considered to be one of the greatest leaders of all time and by any 
measures, Jesus’s leadership was a phenomenal success. Jesus’ life and leadership is 
that he did not just come to die for humankind, he came to show us how to live. One 
doesn’t have to be a Christian to learn leadership lessons from Jesus. Jesus’ leadership 
was the focus of this research. With the four perspectives of the Christian Gospels, this 
research provided an avenue of dialogue whereby the knowledge of Jesus’ leadership 
was accessed and the meaning and understanding of it was examined through iterative 
and disciplined critical inquiry process. 

This paper attempted to respond to the overall research question of this study, 
however limited itself to respond only to the third and fourth sub questions only due to 
the focus on leadership. The proposed three-dimensional leadership theory is summed 
up in figure10. In conclusion, this research drew eleven propositions summarized and 
presented in table 20. Support for the proposed theory was found in contemporary 
organizational leadership, philosophical and scholarly research and reflects the unique 
nature of the kind and quality of leadership required to facilitate human flourishing in a 
global community.  
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Figure 10.  Model of a three-dimensional theory of leadership for human flourishing in a global community based on the leadership of 
Jesus in the Gospels. 
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Table 20 

Propositions Supporting the Three-Dimensional Leadership Theory Proposed in this 
Research 

Proposition 1: 
Multidimensional 
Leadership/Social Change 
Theories- Transformational 
change occurs at the 
individual, group, and 
corporate/social levels only 
when catalysts are applied 
simultaneously across all 
three leadership dynamic 
dimensions-people, process, 
and place-over time. 

Proposition 2: An Ontology of 
Trusted Relationships - The 
ontological basis for humans 
to flourish in a global 
community is the essential 
environment of trusted 
relationships 

Proposition 3: A Teleology of 
Hope- The teleology of 
generative hope is the 
primary motivator for human 
flourishing in a global 
community  
 

Proposition 4: An 
Epistemology of Love- An 
epistemology of love is the 
necessary condition for 
human flourishing in a global 
community.  
 

Proposition 5: Inside out, 
Bottom-up Change - A 
simultaneous inside-out and 
bottom-up change process is 
required to achieve the 
individual and collective 
transformative potential of 
leadership for human 
flourishing in a global 
community.  

Proposition 6: Worldview as 
Force Multiplier- Worldview is 
the only leadership force 
multiplier to establish and 
sustain human flourishing in 
a global community.  
 

Proposition 7: Critical 
Catalyst - Leadership of 
conflict to foster creative 
tension is a necessary 
catalyst for human flourishing 
in a global community.  

Proposition 8: Questions - 
Right questions and strategic 
inquiry is a critical leadership 
catalyst for human flourishing 
in a global community.  
 

Proposition 9: Authority and 
Power - Skilled nontraditional 
leadership approaches to 
authority and power can be 
catalysts for human 
flourishing in a global 
community.  

Proposition 10: 
Contextualization - 
Contextualization of 
leadership for human 
flourishing in a global 
community requires a humble 
mindset of perichoresis—of 
participating with God in his 
intended telos of the people.  

Proposition 11: Stages of 
Development - Holistic 
measurement of leadership 
for human flourishing in a 
global community will 
necessarily include worldview 
and the importance of the 
human soul.  
 

 

Implications 

The Scriptures as a Legitimate Source of Leadership Research. Christianity as 
an institution is a phenomenal success (Lowney, 2003). Even the dark side of the 
history of Christianity can offer lessons learned to the field of organizational leadership. 
This study purposely set aside Jesus’ claim to be the Son of God and focused on what 
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he did and how he led with an eye to being an exemplar for how to engage the biblical 
record as a legitimate source for organizational leadership research. 

Process Theory and Biblical Study. Most biblical study orients on the content and 
meaning of the text rather what can be learned for the sequence of events and 
actions—the process from which the content unfolds, especially in narrative texts. This 
possible abuse of process theory and a process approach to the Scriptures perhaps has 
been overcome, at least partially, with the present study. Even with four different 
perspectives, it was possible to discover leadership patterns and processes that are 
worthy of further discussion and evaluation.  

Suggestions for Further Research 

• The scope of this research sacrificed greater specificity at some points of 
leadership in favor of comprehensive breadth of the whole. Several areas seem 
ripe for further study.  

• The whole notion and continued application of tools and methods to discovering 
process in the biblical story is worthy of further study.  

• If there was a surprise finding at all it was with the volume of questions Jesus 
asked and the idea of the art of asking of questions being a leadership skill 
(Marquardt, 2014). When one considers how, in fairly short order, the Jesus 
movement had “turned the world upside down” (Acts 17:6), the catalytic tools 
Jesus used as a transformational leader (Fryar, 2007) are worth a closer look. 

• A deeper study of the who, when, and why of Jesus’ questions could contribute 
greatly to the concept and skilled use of questions as a leadership tool.  

• The role of conflict in moving a leadership agenda forward is worth further study, 
especially as most of the organizational leadership literature treats conflict as a 
negative (Deutsch et al., 2006).  

• Perhaps the greatest potential benefit of this study is in contributing a framework 
to measure the kind of leadership that can change the world, literally. J. D. 
Hunter’s (2010) analysis of Christian organizations in the late 20th century noted 
the tragedy of how many claimed to offer leadership to change the world but 
could present no proof to that effect.  

• A key measurement construct and area for further study is to better understand 
how worldview actually works to bring about fundamental change in a system 
and whether a worldview crisis (Marshall et al., 1989) can be intentionally 
precipitated as a means to instigate and influence change in a certain direction. 
Wright’s (1992) worldview elements are helpful. But is there necessary cause 
and effect in the understanding of what changes what? Does story replace story 
or symbol replace symbol when worldviews change? At what level or depth of 
change is required before it could be observed that worldview had shifted?  

Conclusions 

Continuity and Completion. Every aspect of Jesus’ life recorded in the Gospels is 
that of a leader working across multiple dimensions of people, actions, and places with 
intentional purpose—the grand cosmic purpose of “the restoration of all things” (Acts 
3:21). This complete restoration of the created order was designed to reveal the 
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“manifold” or multifaceted “wisdom of God” (Eph. 3:10) through a redeemed humanity 
fully flourishing in a globally diverse yet richly unified community (Rev. 4:9-10). Part of 
Jesus’ mission was to explain and demonstrate the past–present–future continuity that 
tied God’s purposes for the people of Israel to his purposes for all of creation (Gen. 12; 
Jn. 1). This connecting the dots through conflict and questioning was what Jesus was 
doing in his leadership. 

Now, But Not Yet. As the converging point and forerunner of the completion, 
Jesus lived out this restoration and put into place the leadership capacities and 
processes—a codified leadership DNA, so to speak, to make this flourishing a reality. 
This flourishing was embodied in the language of the kingdom of God, the good news of 
the gospel of the kingdom, and the hope of eternal life. 

Archetype not Prototype. The iterative, but nonlinear nature of Jesus’ leadership 
approach brings forth the fruit of flourishing even as the process is unfolding—the fruit is 
discovered not created. Even if only as a social activist who launched a global 
sustainable movement with lasting longevity, Jesus’ leadership deserves further study 
and closer scrutiny. Jesus gave the world many examples to be followed, but he did not 
simply come as a teacher to explain things and help people have a better life. He came 
as the perfect man. He came not only to show all humanity how to live, he enabled and 
empowered the very life he called people to by breaking down all the obstacles to a 
trusted relationship with himself. Jesus was not just the first of a kind—a prototype to be 
emulated—he was the one and only archetype by whom all leadership and all human 
flourishing is to be measured. This is the leadership mission of human flourishing in a 
global community he called all his followers in which to enlist. Continuity and 
completion; now, but not yet; and archetype not prototype are all embedded in the 
three-dimensional model of leadership Jesus lived out. It is appropriate then that Jesus 
have the final word: 

All authority has been given to me in heaven and on earth. Go therefore and 
make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and 
the Son and the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I commanded you; 
and lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the age. (Matt 28:18-20, NIV.) 
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